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™

Simplicity, Security and Speed for Professionals
GBC StripBind™ Systems fall into two distinct categories that address two distinct types of user - SoHo/Office
Personal and Office Professionals - both of whom understand and appreciate the sleek, professional and unique
appeal of the GBC StripBind™ finish.
In its simplicity lies its speed and in its Office Professional form, its secure page nature makes it indispensable
in contractual, legal and personnel documentation.

When page security matters, GBC Strip Binding solves.
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StripBind

™

For Professionals
The two categories of GBC StripBind™ are represented by two world-renowned brands - VeloBind® and Surebind™.
The Velobind® re-closeable' 4-pin format allows typical small desktop or personal usage to bind and re-open
with just one simple A4 plastic strip. The strategically equally spaced holes ensure that up to 200* pages are
securely held along the full length and by simply folding over the pins they adjust to the number of pages and
'lock in' for security. Page changing is simple - unlock, add and re-close.
In contrast, the Surebind™ 'secure' 10 pin format is the Office/Professional solution when fully secure and
tamper-proof documents are specified. The 10 pins are pushed through texts of up to 750 pages* and
welded accordingly. Page changing is only possible if the weld is broken and the text fully rebound.
®

The Surebind™ format additionally permits previously CombBind bound documents (21 hole 9/16”) to be re-bound
securely with the Surebind™ strip - a great feature when moving from draft to final versions that should not be altered.

VeloBind® Hole spacing layout
9mm

7.6mm/3“

Four circular holes of 3mm diameter,
3mm from paper edge, spaced centrally
along a 297mm length at 76, 127 and
76mm spacing. See Schematic

SureBind™ Hole spacing layout
22mm

24mm

31mm

28mm

Ten circular holes of 3mm diameter, 3mm
from paper edge, spaced along a 297mm
length at 24, 31 and then 28mm spacing.
See Schematic

How to?
In all cases - type of equipment, size of book, location, etc - GBC StripBind™ is a four step process:
Collation (of pages to be bound) Punching, Insertion and Bind.
The Punching and Insertion/Bind processes can be done manually or electrically depending upon model/system choice**

The Punching Process

The Insertion Process

Having Collated the Document, the pages
are punched in steps according to the page
punching capacity of the model.

Strips - either VeloBind or SureBind™
- are then simply pushed through the
entire texts and the appropriate Covers.

®

The Closing Process
With pins pushed through all pages and respective
®
Covers, the Strips are either folded over (Velobind )
™
or cut and welded by the unit (Surebind ).

*Estimate depending upon how printed and quality of paper
**Additional dedicated electric models can be found in the GBC Professional Brochure - 'When Productivity Matters'
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®

VeloBind

Perfectly suited for homes, students, SoHo or personal office usage.
Produces stylish, distinctive A4 documents on the desktop….in seconds!

DesktopVelobinder
Punch up to 20 pages of 80 gsm, push …. and 'close'.
A single strip capacity of 25mm permits binding of documents
up to as many as 200 pages of 80 gsm.
By re-opening the pins, pages can easily be changed or
substituted -- simply unlock, add and re-close to represent
the best of ones work.
.
Model
Desktop Velobinder

Max Binding Length
A4

Product Code
9707121

Press to Punch

home

Push through holes in paper

…Fold Pins to close or unfold to re-open

®

VeloBind Accessories
Simplicity is the key to VeloBind success. Just three simple
colours; one length (A4); and one capacity - it's that easy!
®

76mm spacing

Colour co-ordinate or contrast VeloBind® Strips with GBC Presentation
Report Covers.Owing to the firm hold of the VeloBind® style, lighter
weight HiClear™ PVC , LeatherGrain™, LinenWeave™ or colour co-ordinated
Regency™ are ideal to convey the importance and relevance of the contents.
127mm spacing

Industry Standard Colours*

Black

White

A4 (297mm) length

Blue

*Colours are available ex Stock - A4 only

76mm spacing

Industry Industry Non-Standard Colours**

Red

Green

**Industry Non-Standard colours are those that use
standard industry resins but are not normally stocked.
Refer to GBC or GBC Re-Seller for local availability.
45mm Pin Length
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SureBind

™

The secure solution for contractual, legal, consultative and personnel documentation

™

SureBind System 1
The Office entry-point solution for the 'secure' Surebind™ format.
Manual Punch and Electric Bind suitable for A4, A5, Foolscap
and US Quarto documents up to 250 pages (80 gsm).
Using just one capacity of Strip (25mm), the System 1 will manually
punch up to 22 pages per lift and bind in under 10 seconds by simply
lowering the handle and trimming/welding the pins to the 'partner strip'
in one simple, swift action.
The incorporation of Indicator Lights and Punch/Bind Guides ensure
simplicity of use for any level of user giving perfect results every time.
The System 1 also prepares documents for subsequent GBC
HardCase™ Binding - the really prestigious finish for the really
prestigious document.
Model
Max Binding Length
GBC Surebind™ System 1 330mm

Product Code
9707050 (EU)
9707050CH (CH)

Edge Guides ensure punching and binding are
perfectly registered to the paper size chosen.

office

education

™

SureBind System 2
A Fully Electric Punch and Bind System for the busy Office
Push button 22 sheet (80 gsm) punching and a full 500
page electric bind capacity for A4, A5, Foolscap and US Quarto
paper sizes make the System 2 the ideal solution for most busy
offices with many users and with a broad spectrum of
documentation requirements.
Key Features include Jam-Stopper that retracts the punch pins if
unit is overloaded and Tray-Full indicators that cut out usage when
Chip Tray full - simple ideas to minimise damage and inconvenience
when the rush is on!
In common with other SureBind™ options, the System 2 also
prepares documents for subsequent GBC HardCase™ Binding for when it really must count.
Model
GBC Surebind™ System 2

office

Max Binding Length
330mm

Product Code
9707051 (EU)
9707051 (CH)

education

SureBind™ System 2 also features Electric
Binding - just press and watch.
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SureBind

™

High Productivity Options for OfficePro and Reprographic productivity

SureBind System 3 Pro
™

When document numbers surge page numbers increase, users multiply and time to produce gets tighter the answer becomes System 3Pro.
Punching up to 26 sheets of 80gsm per 'lift' via a button, foot pedal (for hands free) or a Table Top sensor for real 'speed punching'. Binds all standard Surebind™ paper size formats - A4, A5, Foolscap and US Quarto up to an incredible 750 pages of 80gsm using one of the three standard Surebind™ Strip capacities.
The largest capacity Office Binding Style available.
A unique dual-blade binding technology increases bind speed and permits simultaneous punching.
Fully automatic De-Binder easily opens books for page changing or page alteration.
System 3 also prepares documents for subsequent HardCase™ Binding - its enough to take a strip bound book
using the special 'fly sheets' as front and back cover and carefully insert into one of the HardCase™ Cover capacities.

Binding Paper Edge Guide
Positions pages perfectly for Binding.

Independent Electric
Binding Station
Binding can be actioned
as one punches.

DeBind Function
Prepares a bound book
to be disassembled.

Punching Paper Edge Guide
Positions pages perfectly for
Punching - includes sensor.

Control Panel
Shows users where they
are in the Binding process.

Electric Push Button Punching
Electric Push Button
Punching Increases productivity
& reduces fatigue.

Foot Pedal
Leaves both hands free
during Punching process.

Independent Punching Station

Chip Tray

Using Button, Table-Top
Sensor or Foot Pedal.

Keeps all paper waste clean &
tidy and away from moving parts.
office

Model
GBC Surebind System 3
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Max Binding Length
330mm

education

Product Code
9707101 EU

SureBind Accessories
™

The professionalism and security of the Surebind™ system derives from its unique design and method of binding.

Understanding the Steps
Accessories are made up of three elements: Strips, Presentation Covers and Add-Ons.

Selecting your Strip
Strips are available in lengths that match with the long edge of the most popular standard
international paper sizes and three capacities (pin length) that determine the maximum
number of pages able to be bound.

Industry Standard Lengths*
Paper Size

Pin No’s

Paper Length mm (Long Edge)

A4 (Std)

10 Pins

297

A5

7 Pins

158

US Quarto

10 Pins

280

FoolScap

12 Pins

330

297mm

* In most cases only A4 Strips are stocked. Refer to GBC or GBC Re-Seller for local availability of other lengths
Strips can be made to special length as part of the GBC Custom Service - restrictions will apply.

Industry Standard Strip Capacities
Capacity

Actual Pin Length*

Paper Capacity** (80gsm)

25mm (1“)

30mm

Max 250

50mm (2“)

56mm

Max 500

75mm (3“)

82mm

Max 750

31mm (11/4")
spacing*

* Pin Length of Pin #1 (Registration Pin) is always 7mm longer
** Pages numbers are estimates only and depend upon covers used and age/quality of paper and how printed

Industry Standard Colours

Black

White

Blue

Red

*Note - For registration
purposes spacing
between hole #1
& hole #2 is 23mm

Industry Non-Standard Colours*

Grey

Green Burgundy Brown

* Industry Non-Standard colours are standard industry resins
but not normally stocked - Refer to GBC or GBC Re-Seller

25mm (1"), 50mm (2")
& 75mm (3") Capacities

Presentation Report Covers & Add-Ons
A presentation style as professional as StripBind™ must have the very best Presentation Cover.
The traditional charm, colour and grain of the Regency™ range have been designed to match
perfectly with the various colours of strips and are flexible, durable and highly presentable.
When see-through visibility and title page protection is needed, the range of lighter weight
HiClear™ PVC or PolyClearView are constant favourites. Cover weights above 300 gsm are
not recommended.
Documents bound with SureBind™ can also be presented within prestigious GBC HardCase™
Covers to really make that impression - see Presentation Report Covers.
All documents bound with SureBind™ can use the convenient FileStrip™ for subsequent
archiving in 2 or 4 hole Ring Binders.
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